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Abstract—The emergence of large-scale cyberinfrastructure
composed of heterogeneous computing capabilities and diverse
sensors and other data sources are enabling new classes of
dynamic data-driven “urgent” applications. However, as the
variety of data sources, and the volume and velocity of data
grow, processing this data while considering the uncertainty of
infrastructure and timeliness constraints of urgent application
workflows can be nontrivial and presents a new set of challenges.
In this paper, we use an application workflow that monitors and
manage the air quality impacts of remote wildfires to illustrate
how the R-Pulsar programming system, leveraging the SAGE
and WIFIRE platforms, can enable urgent analytics across the
computing continuum. R-Pulsar supports urgent data-processing
pipelines that tradeoff the content of data, cost of computation,
and urgency of the results to support such workflows. We also
discuss research challenges associated with programming urgent
application workflows and managing resources in an autonomic
manner.

Index Terms—Urgent computing, Continuum computing,
Edge-Cloud integration, Cyberinfrastructure, Uncertainty

I. INTRODUCTION

Widely-distributed (and pervasive) computing resources and
data sources along with low latency connections are enabling
new classes of distributed, driven applications, such as those
involving urgent analysis of data streams to identify critical
events, accelerate decision making, and trigger responses. For
example, recent work on Earthquake Early Warning (EEW)
builds on such a geographically distributed cyberinfrastructure
to integrate data from different types of sensors to increase the
accuracy of detection, with efficient and timely computations
using a range of resources available along the data path, all
while ensuring robustness to data uncertainties and partial
infrastructure failures [1], [2].

Indeed, such a Computing Continuum, i.e., the spectrum
of connected resources and services with heterogeneous capa-
bilities, capacities, availabilities distributed across the logical

extreme of the network and along the data path [3], [4],
provides an ideal platform for supporting urgent computing,
i.e., computing under strict time and quality constraints to
support decision making with the desired confidence within
a defined time interval [5]–[7]. However, exploiting resources
across this continuum can be challenging [8].

Developing urgent computing applications requires develop-
ers and service providers to orchestrate data-driven workflows
while considering not only the extreme heterogeneity of un-
derlying cyberinfrastructure, but also the uncertainty related
to the availability and quality of the data [9]. Thus, the end-
to-end performance of such applications deployed across the
continuum depends on programming abstractions to express
application behaviors that can react to unforeseen events at
runtime, and autonomic runtime mechanisms that support
the adaptations of resources and execution paths between
the across the continuum. Furthermore, the inherent resource
and system dynamics further complicate the realization of
urgent computing applications [10]. For example, application
developers cannot make assumptions about the exact execu-
tion context, which is only know at runtime. As a result,
in order to preserve a level of generality, it is essential
the programming and runtime systems maintain a separation
between the concerns of domain experts (acquainted with the
applications) and those of resource managers (familiar with
the infrastructure). Furthermore, when choosing resources or
carrying out actuation, it is important to take the shared nature
of the sensors and resources into consideration.

This paper explores these issues using an application work-
flow that monitors and manage the air quality impacts of
remote wildfires as a driving usecase. It then illustrates how the
programming abstractions and runtime mechanisms provided
by the R-Pulsar programming system, along with services
provided by the SAGE and WIFIRE platforms can be lever-
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1. Smoke detection at the 
edge of the network 
using Camera Imagery

Edge (Field cameras)

2. Wildfire simulations to 
determine the severity 
and direction of fires

Cloud (San Diego 
SuperComputer Center)

3. Pollution Concentration 
maps to support decision-
making

HPC (University 
of Utah)

Fig. 1: Monitoring and managing the air quality impact of wildfires – This driving urgent application usecase is designed
using R-Pulsar to composed sensors provided by the SAGE platform align, wildfire data and model provided by the WIFIRE
platform along with local pollution concentration maps, all distributed across the computing continuum.

aged potentially enable urgent computing across the computing
continuum to support this usecase.

This paper is organized as follows. The driving urgent
application usecase scenario is presented in Section II. An
overview of the R-Pulsar programming system as well as
the SAGE and WIFIRE platforms are described in Section
III. Section IV explores how R-Pulsar along with SAGE and
WIFIRE can support the urgent application usecase across the
continuum and discusses research challenges.

II. MOTIVATING URGENT USECASE: MONITORING AND
MANAGING THE AIR QUALITY IMPACTS OF WILDFIRES

High-fidelity data streaming from multiple data sources,
combined with highly-accurate computational models, can be
effectively used to monitor and manage the impacts of both
natural disasters and extreme events. This is illustrated in the
wildfire scenario below.

Wildfires are among the most destructive natural disasters,
destroying homes, wildlife habitat and timber, and the emis-
sions pollute the air, which is harmful to human health. Among
many others in recent times, California’s Dixie Fire burned
nearly a thousand square miles in August 2021 [11]. The
claims of increased air pollution in Utah as a direct effect
of the wildfires in California served as the driver for our
research [12]. The motivating scenario is predicated on the
utilization of a large number of applied models for the purpose
of following and responding to fire events across a variety of
states and different data sources. These plugins track wildfire
events, track smoke plumes, and model downwind air pollution
concentrations associated with wildfire smoke.

These wildfire events might be recognized, predicted, and
linked to better alerts and reactions using sensors spread over
California, Oregon, and Utah1. Through a three-step approach,
we aim to realize this possibility, illustrated in Figure 1.
First, the HPWREN network’s field cameras2 are situated in
California as a collaborative, networked cyberinfrastructure.
To extract photos and increase trust in detecting smoke events,

1https://www.anl.gov/article/new-sensing-platform-deployed-at-controlled-
burn-site-could-help-prevent-forest-fires

2http://hpwren.ucsd.edu/cameras/

camera feeds are processed using smoke detection models.
Second, a Fire Simulator (FS) gathers latitude/longitude data
from the cameras and produces fire metrics relating to the
intensity of a starting fire, as well as providing fire emissions
as an output. Finally, the Air Quality (AQ) Model runs a
Lagrangian transport model with inputs from gridded weather
datasets and fire emissions from FS to produce a map of air
pollution concentrations. The output is subsequently applied
to decision-making or to initiate further sensing. Such a
scenario’s specification calls for expertise from several fields
and interdisciplinary cooperation.

III. HARNESSING THE COMPUTING CONTINUUM FOR
URGENT APPLICATIONS: BUILDING BLOCKS

A. The SAGE Platform

The SAGE cyberinfrastructure platform offers large-scale
infrastructure at the national level to enable artificial in-
telligence (AI) at the network edge. SAGE addresses the
tremendous variability of system and service capacities and
capabilities 3. Extreme uncertainty regarding the availabil-
ity and quality of data, resources, and services throughout
the Edge/Cloud-HPC continuum adds to this heterogeneity.
To address this heterogeneity, developers need application
formulations that expose natural flexible configurations and
scheduling/resource trade-offs as well as establish policies
and mechanisms that might trigger runtime adaptations are
necessary to address this heterogeneity - the SAGE platform
enables the execution of such formulations at the edge [4].

The SAGE catalog of plugins offers applied models that can
be deployed on any of their nodes for sensor-based processing
such as motion detection using cameras or air quality using
dust monitors. These plugins are currently developed regard-
less of the device or runtime scheduling context in which they
are used.

B. The WIFIRE Project

The NSF-funded WIFIRE project [13] develops an inte-
grated system for wildfire monitoring, simulation, and re-

3SAGE - Cyber Infrastructure for AI at the Edge - https://sagecontinuum.
org/
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Producers Consumers / Filters Actions

Traffic

Smoke

DATA COLLECTION FILTERING / RULE MATCHING ACTION TRIGGERS

Individual values

Windows

Send a message

Approximate computations

Change system parameters 
or execution mode

Launching computation 
(local, cloud, hybrid, etc.)Any physical/virtual sensors

Fig. 2: The R-Pulsar programming system provides content- and location-based abstractions for specifying (1) what data
are collected and where the data are analyzed, (2) when to trigger data-processing tasks based on data patterns (spatial and
temporal), and (3) what and where to invoke actions as a result of the triggers.

sponse. WIFIRE provides an end-to-end management cyber-
infrastructure (CI) with integrated data collection from many
real-time data sources, and for modeling wildfire behavior.

C. The R-Pulsar Programming System: Enabling Data-driven
Workflows across the Continuum

R-Pulsar is a programming system for building data-to-
discovery pipelines between the edge of the network and
larger-scale HPC systems and cloud services. It provides
middleware services that enables local analytics, messaging,
data storage, and data querying capabilities on edge devices
using a unified platform [14], [15]. Overall, R-Pulsar offers:

• Content- and location-based programming abstractions
for specifying what data are collected and where the data
are analyzed.

• Rule-based runtime mechanisms for specifying when and
where to trigger data-processing tasks as well as actions
based on data patterns (spatial and temporal).

Figure 2 illustrates the key concepts of R-Pulsar. First,
producers are in charge of collecting data from physical and
virtual sensors. As IoT data often come with temporal and
spatial information, R-Pulsar presents a location-aware overlay
network to logically connect sensors. This overlay allows
developers to specific interactions based on data content and
location, rather than using names and/or addresses [16].

Second, R-Pulsar provides an event-driven programming
model where rules are triggered using data filters that are based
on the availability/content of data and/or the state of resources.
Using this model, developers can use filters to specify IF-
THEN rules to steer the execution of a workflow. In the context
of infinite streams of data, the filters can be written to reason
on streaming windows to act on specific and/or incomplete
batches and may be based on statistical properties of the data
in a window. Other types of filters and rules include content-
driven, context-aware, or spatial [15].

Finally, actions are triggered when a rule is fired, and
can include communications/notifications, further data ac-
quisition/analysis, changing of system parameters or service

configurations, and/or launching additional computations and
the implementation of tradeoffs.

We recently deployed and evaluated a policy-driven adap-
tation of R-Pulsar over the Grid’5000 platform [17] by ob-
serving the behavior of the system with variability in data
volumes, network bandwidth, and available CPU capacity.
Results shows that dynamic policies adjust quickly to periodic
variations allowing for the management of a large number
of events and complex decisions in cloud-only, edge-only or
hybrid setups, with deadline and quality constraints [18].

The latest version of R-Pulsar is available on GitHub 4 under
Apache License 2.0. On-going work is focused on packaging
R-Pulsar as lightweight Kubernetes containers for integration
with Waggle and SAGE.

IV. IMPLEMENTING URGENT WORKFLOWS ACROSS THE
COMPUTING CONTINUUM: APPROACH AND CHALLENGES

A key goal of the research described in this paper is
to understand of data-driven feedback necessary to map,
schedule, execute and adapt the data-to-discovery workflow
from sensors to decision-making, by opportunistically com-
bining heterogeneous and geographically distributed resources.
A further goal is to use the presented application usecase
to synthesize urgent application patterns underlying similar
urgent application workflows, and to develop implementation
architectures, based on the R-Pulsar programming system,
that can be used to execute these patterns across the edge-
to-HPC/cloud computing continuum and realize the desired
quality and performance goals.

A. Architecture

In [19], the authors compared and contrasted the state of
the art of components and middleware systems that operate
between the edge and the cloud, in both academia and industry.
The findings from this study highlight a set of common
requirements and design goals, for example, for implementing
data ingestion, as well as for programming models that allow

4https://http://rpulsar.sci.utah.edu/
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for the processing of streaming data and runtime systems that
support the management of resources across the continuum.
Figure 3 presents a simplified schematics of a three-layer
edge-based middleware architecture for supporting application
workflows across the edge-cloud/HPC continuum that emerged
from the study.

Resource Management Layer
Resource Discovery Resource Monitoring Resource Mobility

Data Processing Layer
Data Ingestion Data Analysis Data Storage Data Query

Service Layer
Rule Engine Programming Model Workflow Orchestration

Edge Platform Architecture

Fig. 3: A schematic overview of an edge-based middleware
architecture to support application workflows across the edge-
cloud/HPC continuum.

The Resource Management Layer organizes the discovery,
selection, and allocation of available resources across the
heterogeneous and distributed set of available resources. The
key design goals of this layer include achieving low over-
head, distributed management and aggregating of resources.
The Data Processing Layer consolidates data from multiple
sources, and provides support for data indexing and discovery.
The data processing components may need to be able to
process data under near-real time constraint and on a range
of resource types, including edge constrained devices such as
Raspberry Pis or smartphones as well as cloud/HPC systems.
The Service Layer provides a set of capabilities to support the
implementation of application workflows, managing resources,
and coordinating execution.

Furthermore, satisfying application requirements and con-
straints in terms of response time, solution quality, data
resolution, cost, energy, etc., during execution across a highly
dynamic edge-cloud/HPC continuum warrants optimizations
across all three layers. Such cross-layer optimizations must
address cost/benefit tradeoffs at runtime in an autonomic
manner and may require the reconfiguration of applications,
resources, and services, including provisioning new resources
and services, adapting scheduling strategies, and/or adjusting
application parameters as necessary.

In the context of our driving usecase, i.e., detecting the
impacts of wildfire on air quality, the need to reduce execution

time and energy usage requires dynamic resource and service
composition and configuration [20].

The on-demand composition of various services (e.g., SAGE
plugins) across geographically dispersed resources while con-
sidering cross-cutting performance, quality, security or energy
concerns is not, however, supported by programming systems
or resource management runtimes. For our usecase, sensors
are spread across California, Oregon, and Utah, and utilize
various analytics plugins for tracking and responding to fire
events across these states. The plugins used include, for
example, cloud motion, wildfire smoke detection, and air
pollution measurements. Composing these distributed sensors
and services into data-driven workflows, in spite of the in-
herent uncertainties (e.g., availability of resources and data,
data quality, etc.) remains a challenge – existing workflows
require a workflow’s control structure and data-flows to be
statically defined. Furthermore, runtime mechanisms must
optimize increasingly complex trade-offs between the costs
associated with computations, data movement and analysis,
etc., and satisfying application requirements for data quality
and response times, in a very dynamic execution environment
where the availability and status of resources is changing. On-
going research continues to develop the R-Pulsar programming
system and autonomic runtime to address these challenges
toward the overarching goal of enabling urgent application
workflows across the computing continuum.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explored how the emerging computing
continuum composed of a spectrum of connected resources
and services distributed across the logical extreme of the
network and along the data path can enable new classes
of dynamic data-driven urgent applications. Specifically, we
illustrated how the programming abstractions and runtime
mechanisms provided by the R-Pulsar programming system,
along with services provided by the SAGE and WIFIRE
platforms can potentially enable urgent computing across the
computing continuum to support an application workflow
that monitors and manage the air quality impacts of remote
wildfires. We also discussed research challenges associated
with programming urgent application workflows and managing
resources in an autonomic manner.
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